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Journal Buddies Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Born out of the experiences of hundreds of thousands of women
who Raechel and Amanda have walked alongside as they walk with
the Lord, She Reads Truth is the message that will help you
understand the place of God's Word in your life.
Wreck This Journal: Now in Color Penguin
"101 Writing Prompts" is a journal to write in. Whether you are a
creative writer looking for inspiration, or an over worked and stressed
out mom, the creative writing prompts in this journal can help.
Simply open this journal to any page, find a question or writing
prompt that matches your mood, and start writing. The writing
prompts in this book follow the "scenario and question" and "what if"
format. For example, a typical writing prompt may state: "A bully is
harassing your child in the park. What do you say to stop it?" In
another example: "You find an unused baby crib in a yard sale. What
do you think?" Additionally, a "what if" question may ask: "What if
the government installed surveillance cameras in every home? How
would this impact your behavior and conversations?" The basic
concept of this style of writing prompt is to create an image in your
mind, and then pop a question that requires you to evaluate your
morals, personal courage, resolve, aversion to risk, or assertiveness
relevant to the scenario. In the process, you learn something about
yourself, while discovering a painless way to actively engage in
journal writing. Start your journal of self-exploration and discovery
today. This journal to write in journal notebook includes over 100
detailed writing prompts, and is an ideal way to stimulate creativity,
mindfulness, and self-awareness.
The 31-Day Writing Prompt Journal Journaling for
Transformation
This Thoughts Journal is a great way you can
record & write things going on in your life each
and every day. Each page contains thought-
provoking questions & prompts that include: Month,
Date & Year 3 Random Thoughts Of The Day One
Memory From My Childhood Days What Music Did I
Listen To Today? One Experience I Had Today One
Good Deed I Did Today A Random Doodle Of The Day
Journaling is a perfect tool for self-discovery.
Also great for recording about your days & good to
look back on your notes over the years & can help
with finding patterns about yourself & your
feelings & to grow & be your best, awesome self.
Will make a great gift & present for teens, girls
& boys, men & women. When you want to record your
feelings & ideas. Great as a memoir, for
gratitude, anxiety, or depression. Simple & easy
to use. Size is 8.5x11 inches, 104 pages, quality
white paper, soft matte finish cover, black ink,
paperback.

Journal Writing Prompt: Journal, Writing Journal,
Personal Diary, Lined Journal, Writers Notebook,
Personal Journal, Gift for Writers and Trav Sounds True
Journaling is basically the act of recording your thoughts
and feelings by jotting them down on a daily basis. This
art has been around for hundreds of years now, and has
been used by most people as a means to relieve stress
and express themselves. One of the most popular
journals is that one by Samuel Pepys, a naval
administrator in the 1600's who made it a point to write
down what happened in his lifetime-from his personal
feelings, to important events that not only affected him,
but affected the world, as well. These events include the
Anglo-Dutch War, the Restoration of the English
Monarchy, and even the Great Fire and the Great Plague
of London. Now, a library in Cambridge is named after
him.
The 365 Journal For Men Createspace Independent Pub
An illustrated journal for meeting grief with honesty and
kindness—honoring loss, rather than packing it away With her
breakout book It’s OK That You’re Not OK, Megan Devine
struck a chord with thousands of readers through her honest,
validating approach to grief. In her same direct, no-platitudes
style, she now offers How to Carry What Can’t Be Fixed—a
journal filled with unique, creative ways to open a dialogue with
grief itself. “Being allowed to tell the truth about your grief is an
incredibly powerful act,” she says. “This journal enables you to
tell your whole story, without the need to tack on a happy
ending where there isn’t one.” Grief is a natural response to
death and loss—it’s not an illness to be cured or a problem to be
fixed. This workbook contains no clichés, timetables, or

checklists of stages to get through; it won’t help you “move
past” or put your loss behind you. Instead, you’ll find
encouragement, self-care exercises, and daily tools, including:
•Writing prompts to help you honor your pain and heartbreak •
On-the-spot practices for tough situations—like grocery store
trips, the sleepless nights, and being the “awkward guest” • The
art of healthy distraction and self-care • What you can do when
you worry that “moving on” means “letting go of love” •
Practical advice for fielding the dreaded “How are you doing?”
question • What it means to find meaning in your loss • How to
hold joy and grief at the same time • Tear-and-share resources to
help you educate friends and allies • The “Griever’s Bill of
Rights,” and much more Your grief, like your love, belongs to
you. No one has the right to dictate, judge, or dismiss what is
yours to live. How to Carry What Can’t Be Fixed is a journal
and everyday companion to help you enter a conversation with
your grief, find your own truth, and live into the life you didn’t
ask for—but is here nonetheless.
The Artist's Way Morning Pages Journal Penguin
This collection of 365 journal writing prompts is meant to stop
writer's block in its tracks. With enough prompts to last the whole
year long, you'll be writing every day on a variety of subjects. With
some introspection, some humor and a view to the future, you'll be
able to practice your writing and learn more about yourself. Author
Bryan Cohen's books of writing prompts and writing advice have
sold more than 15,000 copies.
Burn After Writing (Gray) B&H Publishing Group
The 90-Day Writing Prompt Journal offers 90 one-word writing
prompts to encourage creativity, consistency, and accountability
in your writing life. Use this journal however you wish. You
could start at the beginning and work your way to the end, or
you could peruse the Table of Contents and choose prompts in
random order depending on your mood or inclination at that
particular time. You could set a timer for five or ten minutes, or
you could write until the pages are filled. No overthinking, no
editing--just write. With 90 word prompts included, you have
plenty of opportunities to be inspired, develop a regular writing
habit, and practice your craft.Freewriting is a type of writing
exercise in which a person writes freely and continuously for a
certain period of time without giving much thought to correct
grammar or the end result. Use freewriting as a way to:
Eliminate your inhibitions Silence your inner critic Release your
creativity Break down limitations and boundaries Get "unstuck"
from writer's block Experiment with new techniques Write
without fear of judgment or criticism Explore new ideas
Generate content and build a body of work If you want to grow
as a writer, you have to practice. Write every day -- or at least as
regularly as possible -- and you will only become a better writer
over time.
The Year of You: 365 Journal-Writing Prompts for Creative
Self-Discovery Teacher Created Resources
You are guaranteed to be able to write after reading this book!
Ever get stuck when trying to write a journal entry? Want to
learn how to write better? Need journal templates, journal
entries, and journal prompts for you, your friends or your
students? 99 Journal Writing Templates gives you ninety-nine
different journal entries that you can use in your journals
starting right now. Not only will you write better and learn new
things, but you will also gain personal growth within yourself.
This book makes journal writing fun. Anyone can benefit from
this book, including: - Journal writing lovers - Students -
Teachers - Creative writers - Content creators - Book / novel
writers - Bloggers - Article writers - and literally anyone who
enjoys writing and getting their thoughts on paper. If you have
ever wanted a book you can go through any day, any time of the
week, this book is your answer. You will write more, you will
increase your skills in vocabulary, writing, and other life skills,
you will learn more about yourself, and you will love getting
your thoughts and ideas on paper. Once you start writing more
journal entries from these journal prompts, you will begin to
develop your own prompts and templates, and will be writing all
the time. And best of all, you will love writing, and you will
love yourself for doing it. Get this book right now, and never
have trouble writing in your journal again.
Mindfulness and Grief Penguin
With 200 thought-provoking and lighthearted writing prompts and
exercises organized into chapters based on her life, My Grandmother’s
Life guides your grandmother to begin her life’s memoir and create a fully
realized record of her adventures, stories, and wisdom for you and your
family to cherish for future generations.
Kicking in the Wall Penguin
“Not gonna lie, this is probably the coolest journal you’ll ever see. . .
. Wreck This Journal is here to inspire you.” —Buzzfeed A

spectacular coloring and painting edition of the incredible journal that
started it all, in celebration of the tenth anniversary of the 10-million-
copy international bestseller Perhaps you're a seasoned Wreck-er,
having made your way through one or more copies of Wreck This
Journal. Or maybe you're new to the phenomenon (little do you know,
this experience might just change your life). Whatever the case,
you've found the perfect book to destroy... Welcome to an all new-
edition of Wreck This Journal, now in spectacular full color! Inside,
you'll find prompts for painting, shredding, transforming, and
unleashing your creativity. With a mix of new, altered, and favorite
prompts, Wreck This Journal: Now in Color invites you to wreck with
color: mixing colors to make mud, letting chance dictate your color
choice, weaving with brightly colored strips of paper, and more. What
colors will you use to you wreck your journal? “A conceptual artist
and author luring kids into questioning the world and appreciating
every smell, texture and mystery in it.” —TIME Magazine “Keri
Smith may well be the self-help guru this DIY generation deserves.”
—The Believer
The 100-Day Prompt Journal Hannah Braime
Journaling is basically the act of recording your thoughts and
feelings by jotting them down on a daily basis. This art has been
around for hundreds of years now, and has been used by most
people as a means to relieve stress and express themselves.One
of the most popular journals is that one by Samuel Pepys, a
naval administrator in the 1600's who made it a point to write
down what happened in his lifetime--from his personal feelings,
to important events that not only affected him, but affected the
world, as well. These events include the Anglo-Dutch War, the
Restoration of the English Monarchy, and even the Great Fire
and the Great Plague of London. Now, a library in Cambridge is
named after him.
She Reads Truth Independently Published
A Motivating One Year Self-Discovery Journal For Men. This
eye-opening journal is created to help you with successful daily
reflection. The weekly five guided questions support you to
explore life, increase your self-awareness, and become more
clear, grounded, and confident. With an ideal 6 x 9 format
(Hardcover), you can easily bring this daily journal with you to
a park, café, or put it on your nightstand. And there is more than
enough writing page for every question: a whole page with
lines. So if you're looking for a complete one-year self-
discovery journal, The 365 Journal For Men is the perfect buy.
This is not a journal with one or a few repetitive questions.
Every week consists of 5 different writing prompts.
How to Carry What Can't Be Fixed TarcherPerigee
This stunning hardcover journal is a bold, interactive guide to
discovering and creating the truest, most beautiful lives, families, and
world we can imagine, based on the #1 New York Times bestseller
Untamed. “We must stop asking people for directions to places
they’ve never been. Every life is an unprecedented experiment. We
are all pioneers. I created Get Untamed: The Journal as an interactive
experience in charting our own way—so we can let burn that which is
not true and beautiful enough and get started building what is.”
—Glennon Doyle With Untamed, Glennon Doyle—writer, activist, and
“patron saint of female empowerment” (People)—ignited a
movement. Untamed has been described as “a wake-up call” (Tracee
Ellis Ross), “an anthem for women today” (Kristen Bell), and a book
that “will shake your brain and make your soul scream” (Adele).
Glennon now offers a new way of journaling, one that reveals how
we can stop striving to meet others’ expectations—because when we
finally learn that satisfying the world is impossible, we quit pleasing
and start living. Whether or not you have read Untamed, this journal
leads you to rediscover, and begin to trust, your own inner-voice.
Full of thought-provoking exercises, beloved quotations from
Untamed, compelling illustrations, playful and meditative coloring
pages, and an original introduction, in Get Untamed: The Journal,
Glennon guides us through the process of examining the aspects of
our lives that can make us feel caged. This revolutionary method for
uprooting culturally-constructed ideas shows us how to discover for
ourselves what we want to keep and what we’ll let burn so that we
can build lives by design instead of default. A one-of-a-kind journal
experience, Get Untamed proves Glennon’s philosophy that
“imagination is not where we go to escape reality, but where we go
to remember it.”
My Grandmother's Life - Second Edition Ryland Peters & Small
Simple but powerful, Journal Buddies is no ordinary journal. It is an
invitation to experience a journaling adventure and to expand creativity
and express feelings. It is an opportunity to strengthen self-esteem, build
healthy relationships and create a positive outlook on life. It is a unique
journal created with the help of important people in life, such as friends,
parents, teachers, family members, etc.
Question a Day Journal Chartwell
Get yours today at this INTRODUCTORY Price. (Reg. $12.22) Do you
like to journal? Do you like to write stories? Are you an author who likes
to use writing prompts to encourage your creativity? This book might be
for you! Clever, thought-provoking prompts from award-winning author,
Yvonne Heidt and put together in the style of our bestselling RMJ
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Journals. College-rule on absorbent paper for you to write your words based
on each prompt. This journal should keep you busy for a bit. EVEN if you
aren't looking for writing prompts, this journal is set up as our other
journals are-with plenty of space to write your own stories, poems,
lists...however you like to use your journals. The cover is gorgeous and the
interior inspirational. "Some are funny, some are thought provoking, and
some are damn right therapeutic!" -Yvonne FROM THE COVER: It
happens to all of us. Truly. That epiphany, an idea you get that you're so
excited about, your fingers tingle, and you reach for paper and pen or
maybe the nearest electronic device. Excitement sends shivers skittering
across your scalp, your eyes open wide, and you laugh with joy as you
create your characters and storyline. Or maybe, you're like me and have the
attention span of a gnat on crack. Could be you want to write, have told
yourself repeatedly you would... One day. That urge gets stronger year after
year, you finally sit down, put your fingers on the keyboard, and write the
first couple of scenes you've had in the back of your mind. And... Like so
many writers, myself included, have a time where you're just staring at that
damn white page... And... You run out of words. If this hasn't happened to
you - I'm ecstatic for you! This journal is yours for the fun of it. If you just
want an interesting Journal, this book is for you. If you want to hone your
craft or need a kick start-this journal is for you. Let it help you step out of
your slump and let your creativity fly with these short prompts, geared to
take somebody out of their comfort zone, and try something new. Let your
creativity fly and spark your inspiration. Break through that blank page as if
you were kicking down a wall.Be honest with yourself and have fun with it!
We hope you capture the muse and these writing prompts help you in doing
so. More importantly, we hope we made you smile. Happy writing! Yvonne
Heidt An RMJ Journal
October Daily Journal Writing Prompts CreateSpace
AN INSPIRATION MAGNET TO SKYROCKET SELF-ESTEEM
This Self-Discovery Journal provides more than 200 thoroughly
unique & enjoyable writing prompts. Skyrocket your self-esteem,
develop your creativity and explore all area's of life: Writing Prompts
about your love life, Writing Prompts to better deal with social
anxiety's Writing Prompts for finding empowering strategies to deal
with worries, stress and failures. And much, much more CREATIVE
WRITING AT YOUR OWN PACE FOR MAXIMUM BENEFIT
This beautifully designed writing prompts journal, can be used at
your own space to give you the maximum benefit. Furthermore, there
are wisdom quotes throughout this writing prompt journal to
motivate you when you feel a lack of inspiration. Discover your best-
self now & scroll up to buy your own Writing Prompts Journal. Zen
Journaling Method The writing prompts in this Self Discovery
journal are designed as writing prompts for adults, but are also fit as
writing prompts for teens. Given the nature of the writing prompts,
this journal also perfectly fits as a self-esteem workbook.
Furthermore, this Daily Journal for Women & Men is perfectly
compatible with other self help books or self help methods. It's both a
journal to write in for women and a journal to write in for men. 21
Exercises has also created other self-help journals, including writing
prompts journals (creative writing prompts) and 90-Days Self-
Discovery Journals to write in for women & men. To get the most
benefit out of The Writing Prompt Journal it's advisable to set out a
particular Zen Journaling time each day (5 to 10 minutes). For
example, in the morning or before you go to bed.
Start Where You Are Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Football Journal/Log Book Great Football Players study
continuously what was or not been working for them. They are
students of their game. Keeping a Football Journal is a valuable and
affordable tool how to become such a student. This Practice, Game
Log/Journal helps young players to overcome the big obstacle 'Start'
and, with prompts, makes recording easy and properly organized..
On the first two pages a player is prompted to write about e.g. his
football beginning, reasons why he loves the game, favorite players,
teams, goals. The Practice and Game Day log pages follow with
prompts about e.g. training, achievements, performance ratings,
mood, game details, coach advice and more. At the end there is
plenty of space for additional notes like fun stuff, strategies,
thoughts, jokes, ideas, injuries, etc. Practice and games tracking
improves football skills, and contribution to the games especially if,
later, he reads/studies and discusses the logs with his coach. Keeping
such a football journal also has several'side benefits', among others,
improving mindfulness, writing skills, duty awareness. Football
Journal for Boys With time the journal will become a treasured
keepsake for a long time. Add to Cart Now - Let the Football Boy
step up the game! Features 2 pages with prompts to write about the
player 4 pages Pre-season Practice 36 pages (In-season) Practice 60
pages Games Day 18 pages blank wide ruled paper with margin
Product Description: 8.5 x 11 inch (21.59 x 27.94 cm, A4 size is 21.0
x 29.7cm) 120 pages Uniquely designed matte cover Reasons Why
To Get This Book: It makes a good idea as Just to surprise Football
Boy Football Boy Birthday Gift Football Boy Christmas Gift Gift for
little/big Brother Gift for son Gift for grandson Gift from coach/club
Football Boys Party Favor
365 Days of Creative Writing Teacher Created Resources
Looking for some inspiration and motivation in your writing life? Try this
31-day writing challenge. In this journal you'll find 31 one-word writing
prompts followed by lined pages for you to fill with your own thoughts and
creativity. Writing has the power to bring life to weary bones, healing to
broken spirits, clarity to questioning minds, joy to burdened hearts, hope to
hurting souls. What do you have to lose? In this 31-day writing challenge,
you're encouraged to pick up a pen and write. No hesitations, no worrying
about what other people might think, no pausing to fix your spelling or
punctuation . . . just write. By setting aside your inhibitions, you can use
these freewriting exercises to: * strengthen your craft * experiment with a
new technique * discover thoughts and ideas hidden below the surface *
clarify your passions and goals * record significant stories and memories *
develop a larger project * . . . and so much more. HOW TO USE THIS
WRITING JOURNAL This 31-Day Writing Prompt Journal is full of
possibilities. There are no set rules for how to use it--the only "rule" is that

you write! You could: * Wait until the first day of the month to begin, or
begin today * Set a timer for five minutes and freewrite until the timer
beeps, or write until you run out of space * Begin a flash fiction piece that
continues with each prompt, or write a new poem every day * Use the
prompts to capture stories from your childhood, or record your dreams for
the future * Write a collection of prayers to the Lord, or letters to a loved
one Be creative. Try something new. Leave the door of your mind open to
wherever your pen may take you. The most important part is that you
write--and don't forget that you're allowed to enjoy the process!
September Daily Journal Writing Prompts Blurb
Without proper support, navigating the icy waters of grief may feel
impossible. The grieving person may feel spiritually bankrupt and
often the loss is so painful that the bereaved may lose faith in what
they once held dear. Mindfulness meditation can restore hope by
offering a compassionate safe haven for healing and self-reflection.
While nobody can predict the path of someone else's grief, this book
will guide the reader forward through the grieving process with
simple mindfulness-based exercises to restore mind, body and spirit.
These easy-to-follow meditations will help the reader to cope with
the pain of loss, and embark on a healing journey. Each chapter
focuses on a different aspect of grief, and the guided meditations will
calm the mind and increase clarity and focus. Mindfulness and Grief
will help readers to begin the process of reconstructing the shattered
self that is left in the wake of any major loss.
The 100-Day Self-Discovery Journal Createspace Independent
Publishing Platform
The national bestseller. Write. Burn. Repeat. Now with new covers to
match whatever mood you’re in. "This book has made me laugh and cry,
filled me with joy, and inspired me." -TikTok user camrynbanks
Instagram, WhatsApp, Snapchat, TikTok, VSCO, YouTube...the world has
not only become one giant feed, but also one giant confessional. Burn
After Writing allows you to spend less time scrolling and more time self-
reflecting. Through incisive questions and thought experiments, this
journal helps you learn new things while letting others go. Imagine instead
of publicly declaring your feelings for others, you privately declared your
feelings for yourself? Help your heart by turning off the comments and
muting the accounts that drive you into jealousy for a few moments a
night. Whether you are going through the ups and downs of growing up, or
know a few young people who are, you will flourish by finding free
expression--even if through a few tears! Push your limits, reflect on your
past, present, and future, and create a secret book that's about you, and just
for you. This is not a diary, and there is no posting required. And when
you're finished, toss it, hide it, or Burn After Writing.
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